The procedures used for dispersion and betatron matching in the first order optical tuning of the SLC Final Focus are described. Associated modelling and fitting algorithms are presented.
To attain the desired beam spot size, any contribution from the finite energy spread of the beam must be eliminated by making the beam dispersion zero at the IP. The method for doing this is described in Section 2.
The SLC design has equal emittances in the horizontal and vertical planes. In this case, six adjustments are involved to match the Final Focus monochromatic beam envelope to that coming out of the Arc. The procedure for doing this, referred to as betatron matching, is discussed in Section 3.
In order to perform these matching operations routinely it is necessary to have detailed optical modelling and fitting included as part of the online control program for the Final Focus. The existing online SLC optical model was not adequate since it assumes that the beam dynamics in the horizontal and vertical planes are independent and hence cannot accommodate cross-plane coupling.
A straightforward and general method for extending the model to incorporate cross-plane coupling was devised and is explained in Appendix A.
DISPERSION CORRECTION

DEFINITIONS
Dispersion refers to the correlation between the transverse position or angle of a particle in a bunch and its energy relative to the mean energy of the bunch; e.g. horizontal spatial dispersion:
where x is displacement in the local horizontal plane and 6 is the energy spread, 6 = AE/E. More precisely this can be termed the "beam dispersion". It corresponds to the sixth column of the beam a-matrix* and contributes to the first-order transverse beam size according to the formula:
where E is the emittance and fl is the monochromatic (6 = 0) beam size.
The term "lattice dispersion" will be used to describe a slightly different quantity. It is a property of the optical lattice of the'beam line, independent of the beam, and corresponds to the sixth column of the transfer matrix, or Rmatrix: describing a section of beam line. The lattice dispersion adds on to the * The u-matrix and R-matrix are defined in the manual for the program TRANSPORT!'] beam dispersion of a beam passing through the section; e.g. for horizontal spatial dispersion from point A to point B:
(2.3)
where T,J* is the beam dispersion at the start of the section, vB is the beam dispersion at the end of the section and R is the transfer matrix across the section. The horizontal spatial lattice dispersion from A to B is R16.
DESIGN DISPERSION
The SLC requires zero spatial and angular beam dispersion (q and v') in
x and y at the interaction point in order to optimise the luminosity. With an energy spread of 0.5% a residual spatial beam dispersion of only 1 mm will more than double the spot size from 2 to 5 microns. To infer the spatial and angular dispersion at any point a fit must be made to the q measurements. The details of this fitting procedure are given in Appendix B.
It should be noted that this technique in fact measures the lattice dispersion of the beam line between the point where the beam energy is varied (the Linac) and the location of the BPM. Any beam dispersion already in the Linac cannot be measured in this way. The design dispersion in the Linac is zero and any anomalous Linac dispersion is expected to be small. However, it will not be * There are some values of q ARC for which the effective range of the correctors becomes so -small that the dispersion cannot be corrected using this scheme!" These "dead zones" can be avoided by adjusting the dispersion upstream. measured and hence will not be corrected by the First Telescope Dispersion Correction scheme to be described in Section 2.5. It will propagate through to the IP and must be corrected there as described in Section 2.6.
FIRST TELESCOPE DISPERSION CORRECTION
To correct the dispersion at the end of the First Telescope it is first necessary to determine the spatial and angular dispersion at the end of the Arc, qARc. -This is done by measuring the spatial dispersion at BPMs near the end of the Arc, as described in Section 2.4, and then using the fitting technique described The matrix, RARC+FT, is a function of kl , k2, k3 and kq, the magnetic strengths of the four dispersion corrector quadrupoles described above. In order to make vFT = 0, the values of kl, k2, k3, k4 must be found which minimise rl FT. This is done using the least squares fitting program, NPSLAC!" The and has now become routine and highly reliable. Correction usually yields a dispersion function within a few per cent of the design.
One example is shown in Fig. 4 . Up to now, the ultimate limit to the precision of this correction has been small alignment errors on the dispersion correction quadrupoles themselves. As their strengths are varied to perform the correction, the misalignment causes the beam to be steered as well as focused downstream and hence the result is not exactly as predicted by the online model.
INTERACTION POINT DISPERSION CORRECTION
Even after a successful qFT correction there might still be beam dispersion -at the IP which must be corrected.
This can be due to residual anomalous dispersion propagating from the FT or due to alignment or magnetic errors in the Final Focus beam line itself.
One possible technique is to determine @' using the wire scanner and the -BPMs near to the IP and the measurement and fitting schemes described in Section 2.4 and Appendix B. Corrector settings can then be calculated which will generate an equal and opposite --r) Ip. On iteration the IP dispersion should tend -towards zero. There are two disadvantages to this method. Firstly it requires an accurate measurement of q Ip. As explained in Section 2.4 this is difficult -because of the spatial demagnification produced by the Final Focus. Secondly, the measurement technique of Section 2.4 is insensitive to anomalous dispersion generated in the Linac or further upstream, since it actually measures the lattice dispersion between the point where the beam energy is varied and the measurement device. Hence this contribution to the beam dispersion at the IP would not be corrected.
Another technique involves minimising the true beam dispersion at the IP by using the transverse beam spot size as measured by the wire scanner!' The spot size is directly related to the beam dispersion according to equation (2.2). For each of the four components of q Ip, four coefficients are found corresponding to -the changes in each of the four corrector quadrupole settings needed to produce a unit change in that component of qIp while leaving the other three compo--nents of 7jIp unchanged. These represent orthogonal "q-knobs" for controlling -the dispersion at the IP? A scan can then be made over a suitable range of each component of qIp and the size of the spot at the IP measured at each point -in the scan. To first order, the minimum spot size corresponds to the optimum corrector settings.
BETATRON MATCHING
BETATRON PHASE-SPACE
DISTORTIONS
The six distortions of the betatron phase-space which are possible[" in the case of equal horizontal and vertical emittances are the two waist offsets (< x0 > and < yrj > correlations), the two IP angular spreads and two cross-plane correlations of IP angles (c e4 >) and of IP positions to angles (< xq5 >).
* In fact the problem is nonlinear. Adjustments to upstream corrector quadrupoles change the dispersion of the beam passing through downstream correctors, and hence they cannot be decoupled completely. However, over a limited range of rlIp a linear approximation is -valid.
If the Final Focus optics has been changed from the design configuration of p* = 7.5mm (see Section 3.2) then these "q-knobs" will also move the positions of the beam waists along z away from the IP (a # 0): Additional corrections must be made to compensate for thii effect.
The angular spread terms are controlled upstream of the CCS by cancelling the < 04 > cross term with a skew quadrupole (SQ17.5) and by varying @* in each plane with two quadrupoles (16 and 17) . This amounts to detuning the overall demagnification factor in the Final Focus beam line. Waist terms are corrected at the very end, with trim windings on the last quadrupoles (2B and 3) and another skew quadrupole (SQ3) immediately upstream. Two additional terms (< xy > and < ye >) would require additional correction elements in the case of unequal emittances, but are redundant otherwise. All six quadrupoles which must be controlled to achieve this are shaded in Fig. 1 .
The waists must be positioned at the collision point to within the depth of field p* N 1 cm and the < x4 > correlation removed.
After cancelling the < 04 > cross-term, /3*, which for fixed emittance determines the angular spread, must"' be adjusted close to the design optimum. This optimum occurs when linear optics and higher order effects contribute about equally to the spot size at the waist. For ,8* too small, the IP spot is dominated by chromatic aberrations (third order if the second order chromatic correction is properly tuned, second and third order otherwise). Conversely for ,8* too large, it is dominated by a larger linear size. The tolerance Ia1 on p* is about 50%.
CORRECTION PROCEDURE
Waist controls can be made orthogonal, linear and independent of input phase-space distortions, allowing position to angle correlations in the IP spot to be cancelled by empirically minimising its size. This is done using the wire scanner!61 Spots are measured as functions of the orthogonal waist controls, and a parabola, I$* + c/P*Af2, is fitted to the square of the spot size (where Af is the distance to the waist) to determine both E and p*.
Actual angular spreads are well determined from the branches of the parabola, but both E and ,f?* estimates suffer if the linear spot is not resolved. This can arise through residual cross-plane coupling, only partially corrected in cases of unequal emittances, and through third order chromatic aberration which can dominate before the betatron matching is fully implemented. Sextupoles must also be fitted in the perturbed lattice at each iteration of the betatron matching procedure described here, to preserve good second order correction.
Measured values of /?* are used to determine angular corrections needed for matching. The adjustments are nonlinear functions of the three quadrupoles used for control. In addition, the correctors also affect the waists. The solution must therefore be the result of an overall fit of the six correctors towards the desired IP phase-space. The fitting procedure is outlined in Section 3.3. Because of the uncertainty in the measurement noted above, some amount of guessing is also necessary to determine the matching correction required. The procedure must in general be iterated in an empirical search for the optimal angular correction.
The online modelling and fitting package developed allows full flexibility in the generation of detuned optical configurations needed to match distorted beam envelopes, based on measured or on estimated optical parameters. The fitting procedure can also be adjusted conveniently by user intervention, to suit specific situations. This is explained in more detail in Appendix C. An example of such a detuned solution is shown in Fig. 2 . The solid pZ and & curves show the design lattice of p* = 7.5mm. The dash-dotted curves show a detuned configuration calculated to give p* = 30mm. This lattice is presently installed as the default configuration for commissioning of the SLC. It corresponds to a first guess of the most probable angular correction needed to match possibly varying optical mismatch at the Final Focus input, generated by errors and tuning in the upstream systems. In this configuration, residual angular errors are small enough to reproduce small IP spots at the five micron level by sweeping only the three waist controls. It is anticipated that additional iterations of this matching will be required to optimise the spot size further.
FITTING PROCEDURE
Before starting the last stage of betatron matching it is assumed that, to a first approximation, the dispersion has been corrected as described in Section 2, and the waist and cross-plane coupling corrections have been completed as outlined in Section 3.2. Hence oZ, oY and all the cross-plane terms in the beam a-matrix * at the IP are approximately zero. The assumed initial a-matrix ( uOth iteration") is:
It is diagonal and can be specified by four independent parameters. Any two out of ai (spatial size at IP = a), 0;' (angular size at IP = *), cZ (emittance) and /3: (betatron function at IP) can be measured to determine the initial UF matrix, and similarly for y.
The Q matrix of the beam at the end of the Arc is then: This is a valid representation for most standard beam line elements, but it is invalid for skew quadrupoles and rotations of the coordinate system (rolls).
aARC = R-'@(O)) .cT~(O).[R-'(~(O)
Since skew quadrupoles play a vital part in the SLC Final Focus optics it was necessary to modify the online modelling.
One solution would be to abandon the present model and replace it with one where the full two-dimensional transfer matrix to each beam line point is stored.
Since COMFORT (Version 3) '11' does not include cross-plane coupling this would also need to be upgraded?
Instead it was decided to keep the Twiss parameters and to add a relatively small amount of extra dedicated Final Focus modelling and fitting code to handle cross-plane coupling where this was necessary. To do this the model beam line is divided into a series of discrete, sequential sections of two sorts:
(a) those for which cross-plane coupling is unimportant, i.e. there are no skew quadrupoles, rolls or similar beam line elements; (b) those for which cross-plane coupling is important.
For category (a) the online Twiss parameters for the points at the beginning and end of the section are sufficient. The full two-dimensional transfer matrix can be found using equations (A2) and (Al).
For category (b) the Twiss parameters cannot be used. However, these sections can be reduced so that they consist of just a single beam line element -a single skew quadrupole or a roll, for example. In these cases the full two-dimensional transfer matrix can be determined separately using a small number of input parameters taken from the online database. In the case of a skew quadrupole the data required are the integrated magnetic field gradient (strength), the effective length of the magnet, the skew angle and the energy and charge of the beam.
Thus a set of consecutive transfer matrices is produced, running between each of the points along the whole beam line. By multiplying this string of matrices together in the correct sequence the cumulative transfer matrix between any two of the points can be obtained. This is all that is needed for a model incorporating cross-plane coupling.
It is sometimes useful to enlarge category (b) above. For example, to perform a fit in which the magnetic strengths of certain quadrupoles are allowed to vary in the model, each of these quadrupoles is treated as a separate beam line section.
After each iteration of the fit, their transfer matrices are recalculated using the new magnetic strengths and hence the cumulative transfer matrix for the whole beam line is updated. This technique is used in the programs for the dispersion and betatron matching which are described in the main text. 
APPENDIX
